Di ving

A school of fish larger than I ever
imagined possible dazzled me as rays
of surface light and the flash of my
camera lit up the clear blue water. I
was surely dreaming.
But no, this was real and it was
exhilarating. I was diving Blue
Maomao Arch at the Poor Knights
Islands, Jacque Cousteau’s favourite
recreational dive spot in New Zealand – a site the late, great Frenchman rated among his top 10 dive spots
worldwide.
Located 22km offshore from Tutukaka between Bream Head and Cape
Brett, the Poor Knights are a protected
marine reserve where tying up and
going ashore are strictly prohibited
except for authorised scientific and
conservation purposes. Likewise, absolutely no disturbance of underwater
marine life or rocks is permitted within
800 metres of the islands while fishing
is banned within one nautical mile. To
send a message to potential intruders,
six-figure fines have been imposed and
past perpetrators have had their boats,
trailers and even vehicles confiscated
by the Government.
The result is a stunning 24km2 refuge for marine flora and fauna.
I had the good fortune to dive the
Poor Knights twice between midMarch and mid-April, visiting five of
the islands’ most notable locations:

Middle Arch, Northern Arch, the
Sand Gardens, Nursery Cove and Blue
Maomao Arch.
The first trip was aboard a privately
owned vessel Opportunity III, a Salthouse
57 featured on Boating New Zealand’s March
2008 cover. The second was with a group
that had booked a charter trip through
Dive Tutukaka who boast one of the
largest dedicated dive charter fleets in
New Zealand.
The Knights are bathed by a warm
current that orientates in the Coral
Sea north of Australia, meaning water
temperature is higher and visibility
is significantly greater than in nearby coastal waters. The island group’s
geology is also unmatched with spectacular natural arches, walls, caves and
air pockets to explore – the result of a
volcanic eruption 4 million years ago
that formed the Knights.
Superb diving can be found all
around the two main islands; Tawhiti
Rahi to the north has an area of 318
acres while the southern island, Aorangi, consists of 163 acres plus several
small islets and isolated rocks. To the
south of Aorangi lie the High Peak
Rocks and Sugar Loaf Rock, both of
which offer excellent diving as well.
My two dive trips were a study in
contrasts but equally enjoyable.
Aboard Opportunity III, owned by Wellington business partners Tony Arm-

strong and Ranil de Silva, I was one of
only five divers and had access to not
only the vessel’s onboard air compressor but also the delicious cooking of
Armstrong’s brother Mark, a gourmet
chef visiting from Sydney. We were also
joined by Steven Bates of Salthouse
Marine and deckhand Rob Cooper.
With the tourist-oriented Dive
Tutukaka, the food wasn’t quite as
good given that I was one of about
25 divers sharing the power catamaran
Calypso, named after Cousteau’s famous
vessel. However, we were well looked
after with a hot freshwater shower,
soup, hot drinks and a packed lunch.
The chance to interact with divers of
all skill levels and backgrounds from
all over the world was another bonus.
The Dive Tutukaka crew are very
knowledgeable and provide informative introductions to each dive spot.
They also make the surface interval
entertaining by driving Calypso into
Aorangi’s Rikoriko Cave, the world’s
largest sea cave whose stunning acoustics have prompted musicians such as
Neil Finn to perform concerts there.
The trip to the Poor Knights takes
about 40-50 minutes depending on
the vessel and conditions. Opportunity III
travelled soundly at around 15 knots
despite a sloppy sea and unpleasant
easterly swell. Calypso enjoyed much
calmer conditions.

A kina or sea urchin

Jacques Cousteau rated the Poor Knights Islands among his top 10 dive
spots in the world. Brian Hartz found out why when when he followed in
the wake of the great man’s fins recently.
Rob Cooper
A Sandager’s wrasse

Steven Bates
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My dive buddy Greg Smith
gives the OK signal.

Scorpionfish ar
e masters of

disguise.

Yellow moray eel

In mid-March, aboard Opportunity III,
we dropped anchor at Northern Arch in
50 metres of water and began to kit up.
With five divers aboard, we split up into
two teams: Bates, de Silva and I would
dive first, followed by Tony Armstrong and
Cooper. Mark Armstrong would monitor
the anchor and VHF radio in addition to
performing the equally-important task of
cooking lunch.
Northern Arch is an advanced dive location whose depth exceeds 40 metres. The
site is exposed to easterly and northerly
swell and strong wind with a bit of current posing an additional challenge. Having only recently obtained my PADI Open
Water Diver certification, I was happy to be
in the company of four experienced divers
at this location.
With Opportunity III anchored well away
from the arch itself, we used the tender
– a 4.2m Smuggler RIB powered by a 60hp

Evinrude outboard
– to get to an
ideal location for a
descent between the walls that form the
arch. As we descended I was blown away
by the stunning clarity of the bright blue
water; visibility was at least 30 metres and
we could clearly see the bottom.
If you’re a diver and have never experienced the Poor Knights, book your trip
now. They are spectacular. At Northern
Arch and Blue Maomao Cave schools of
snapper, blue maomao and trevally swarm
around you while the occasional moray
eel glares from crevices in the walls. At
Northern Arch, an aggressive Sandager’s
wrasse followed me around for at least
five minutes, getting right up in my face
whenever I turned around to see if it was
still behind me.
Sam Mossman of New Zealand Fishing

News says the Sandager’s wrasse is a highly
territorial species and the frisky specimen
that stalked me was definitely a male. “He
probably thought you were after his girls,”
Mossman said.
With Dive Tutukaka, I was in a group
of four divers with varying levels of experience. At the Sand Gardens we encountered
plenty of wrasses, pigfish, black angels, blue
maomao, demoiselles and mado. With a
depth of 5-25m, the Sand Gardens offer
plenty of intriguing sights for divers of all
skill levels and proved to be an excellent

Opportunity III
at Northern Arch

Onboard air compressors
A major benefit of diving from a boat
like Opportunity III is the presence of an
onboard air compressor, a luxury more
common on boats in the 50-60ft range as
they become cheaper to install and less
expensive to maintain.
With five divers aboard hoping to go
below as many as three times each, you
would normally have to carry 15 tanks;
that’s a lot of extra weight, not to mention
all the space they would take up.
But with an air compressor at your disposal you could get by with seven or eight
tanks – one for every diver plus a couple as
backup in case of a valve problem or other
mechanical fault.
Opportunity III is equipped with the
Oceanus model from the German-made
range of Bauer air compressors. Installed by
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High Pressure Equipment NZ Ltd - based in
Mairangi Bay on Auckland’s North Shore
– Opportunity III’s system cost $11,000 plus
labour and can fill a typical dive bottle with
200 bar of air in about 20 minutes.
“It allows you to enjoy your diving at a
different level,” says High Pressure Equipment director Colin Pollard.
“You can dive as many times as you
want providing you’re within your tables,
where you want and when you want. You
don’t have to constantly watch your pressure gauge; you can just relax and enjoy
the dive. And that’s the fun of being out
there.”
Bauer compressors are surprisingly
small and light, ranging from 44kg to 52kg.
The smallest Junior II model is 66cm long
by 36cm wide by 42cm tall, so it’s not as

first dive location. Just around the corner is
Nursery Cove where we swam through a
dark, narrow cave known as the Labyrinth
that’s not for the faint of heart.
Combfish, crimson cleanerfish, rainbowfish and elegant wrasses were also
present in large numbers, but none was
as aggressively curious as the Sandager’s
wrasse. At Blue Maomao Arch I saw some
orange and speckled moray eels large
enough to cause a fright, but they’re harmless. Stingrays are common at Northern
Arch during summer but Bates, de Silva
and I didn’t see any; Tony Armstrong and
Cooper, however, saw at least a dozen
on their second dive of the day at Middle
zzz
Arch.

if these devices are going to consume vast
acreage of storage space below decks.
Power consumption is also modest; the
Junior II draws 2.2kw. Pollard says a 6.5kv
generator will run that with no problems.
And best of all they require only annual servicing which usually consists of an oil and
filter change.
“We add features like over-temperature

sensors because the compressor can happily turn
itself off 200 or even 2000
times, but the one time
it doesn’t and it runs too
hot for 20 minutes, it gets
fried,” Pollard says.
“We also like to put
the compressors in the
engine room as opposed
to the lazarrette because
there’s less potential for
corrosion in the engine
room. The downside of
that is you need to fill your bottles before the
boat’s engines get too hot or after they’ve
had time to cool down.”
But that’s a minor inconvenience compared to steaming to the nearest marina to
get your dive bottled refilled. Keep in mind,
though, that anyone operating an onboard
air compressor for recreational diving purposes must be certified to do so.
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